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Two of the three tales from In the Zone are of a most compelling kind—the sagas of 
those victims of catastrophic events in the mountains who, against great odds, live to 
tell their stories. What makes this kind of story especially rare is the balance of cir

cumstances that allow it even to exist and yet not be common. These are solitary ordeals 
where if the protagonist were more hurt or in a more remote setting there would be no one to 
tell the tale. Conversely, if they were less hurt in a less exotic situation, their story may not be 
so interesting.

Author Peter Potterfield relates these two tales along with a third story that falls into a dif
ferent and more familiar category of mountaineering story: epic endurance, survival, and 
heroism in a hostile environment, but ultimately under more voluntary circumstances. The 
fact that one of the three stories is Potterfield’s own helps to overcome the loss of visceral 
punch that might be expected when someone tells someone else’s story. There is a certain 
credibility that comes through in Potterfield’s words at tim es—particularly when he’s describ
ing pain—that would be very difficult to conjure straight out of imagination.

The first story takes place in June of 1992, when Colby Coombs, Ritt Kellogg, and Tom 
Walter begin climbing up a hard route on Mt. Foraker. Nine days later, Colby Coombs returns 
alone. His is a moving story with haunting images that are hard to shake. I finished this story 
with a great respect for Coombs. His survival is a testament to a combination of fine moun
tain skills and a self-knowledge that allowed him to escape a situation that might well have 
killed the rest of us.

The second epic, Potterfield’s own, takes place on remote Chimney Rock in the North 
Cascades. What should have been a short roped fall becomes a 150-foot body-shattering tum
ble leaving Potterfield marooned on a small ledge with terrible injuries. His partner (luckily 
a marathon runner) goes for help as Potterfield does what he can to keep the life force from



leaving his body until he is rescued 30 hours later. The clock was ticking very fast for 
Potterfield and the rescue itself was a monumental effort.

Potterfield’s rendering of his story, as well as of Coombs’, which was based on extensive 
interviews, both are clean effective narratives. The power in these types of stories ultimately 
resides in the events that actually transpire, and it’s easy to overwrite and overwhelm them. 
When I read Joe Simpson’s Touching the Void, which has become a de facto touchstone for 
mountaineering epic survival stories, I found myself burning out on his super-descriptive style 
in the second half of the book. Additionally, as his book wore on, Simpson, as I perceived it, 
began more and more to recreate the finer details of his ordeal in lieu of actual recollections, 
essentially writing a novel based on a true story. Some authenticity was lost and, to a large 
degree, I lost interest in whether Simpson survived or not. Coombs’ and Potterfield’s own 
story, told more simply and truthfully, rang deeper chords in me, and I was intensely invest
ed in their survival.

Irony suffuses the third story. Set on the slopes of K2 in 1992, climbers fight their way up, 
then down the mountain. Now, both the protagonist and one of the survivors of this story— 
friends and professional rivals who became fellow victims in the events of May 1996, moun
taineering’s most infamous episode in the public eye—lie dead on Mt. Everest.

The story ostensibly belongs to Scott Fischer (it’s told from his point of view), but, with 
the exception of one element, belongs equally to his partner, Ed Viesturs. Fischer and Viesturs 
buy spots on an ad-hoc-style Russian/American expedition to K 2’s Abruzzi Ridge. Early on, 
Fischer dislocates his shoulder, yet stubbornly stays on in the nearly vain hope that his shoul
der will heal enough to climb K2. In time, he mends sufficiently to give it a go—twice—and 
not only eventually succeeds with Viesturs, but in the process, the two of them, at no small 
risk and sacrifice of their own energy reserves, rescue other climbers seemingly left and right, 
including Rob Hall and his desperately ill partner, Gary Ball.

The telling of this story is fairly unique because Potterfield is neither a participant in the 
story nor an insider in the world of professional high-altitude mountaineering. He is, howev
er, a climber who understands and appreciates what climbing is all about. The standard first- 
person expedition narrative that we’ve read so many times generally is not a particularly 
guileless document. The authors endlessly make a case for themselves—one eye cocked 
toward posterity—regardless of whether there is anything they need to make a case about or 
not. It’s a type of insecurity.

I really liked the K2 story because not only is it exciting, it’s straight. Even though 
Potterfield obviously is an admirer of Scott Fischer and sometimes expresses some quaint 
notions about the world of “big league mountaineering,” the story is mercifully free of the 
bending and skewing found in nearly all expedition narratives and provides a refreshingly 
clear view into the world of climbing big mountains.

The pithy subject of Everest and the connection with this book—a book about people sur
viving—can’t be ignored. What struck me most about the events in May 1996 on Everest was 
the clear dividing line between those who survived and those who succumbed. Anyone who 
was a seasoned climber, Sherpas and Westerners alike, survived that storm rather handily (the 
exceptions, of course, being Scott Fischer and Rob Hall who, in my opinion, were artificial
ly crippled that day in both their decision-making and, ultimately, in their efforts to save them
selves by the extraordinary circumstances and concerns which were, sadly or ironically, of 
their own contrivance). Those who died or nearly died were the under-experienced ones.

Guiding and clients dying while being guided is as old as climbing itself—it’s no use even 
to discuss what things guides should or shouldn’t attempt to take their clients up; how the



clients could be screened better beforehand, or whatever. You read about people on Everest 
that year giving themselves up for dead well before the gig was up and then you read about 
Colby Coombs on Foraker, Potterfield on his ledge, Fischer and Viesturs on K2, all of them 
never giving up. Maybe this book would be a good read for those people who want to be guid
ed up the big peaks. They could read it and then ask themselves, “Have I ‘been there and done 
that’ enough to survive like this if I had to? And if so, why am I hiring a guide?”
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